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FVA 2006: Eight main-stage shows at La Sala Rossa

Eight main-stage shows are planned for the Festival Voix d’Amériques (FVA) 2006, and FVA regulars will be glad to hear all their favourites are back, including Combat contre la langue de bois and Body and Soul (though this time in French!). And the FVA continues now and always to take risks, with daring artists whose voices are strong and singular. These are shows that truly go where no one has gone before. 


Friday, February 10
Tomson Highway Cabaret: Goddess, Alive or Dead? (in English)

The night belongs to Tomson Highway, the great Aboriginal writer and FVA guest of honour. He is Cree, he is gay, he is a virtuoso pianist, and he has been a lover of the French language for many years. Above all, he is a world-renowned writer who found the inspiration for his first plays in the work of Michel Tremblay. As for his novels, they’ve have been compared stylistically to those of Gabriel Garcia Marquez.

For this opening-night show, the red curtains of La Sala Rossa will go up on an evening of cabaret. Tomson Highway’s readings and nostalgic tunes will fit perfectly into the romantic and intimate room which has seen so many wonderful shows. Performing alongside Highway will be Patty Cano, an actor with the Théâtre du Soleil (the famous theatre troupe directed by Ariane Mnouchkine since 1964, which astonished Montreal theatre-goers in 2001 with Tambours sur la digue), and Eastern European saxophonist Ulrich Kempendorff. An outstanding opportunity to discover old musical companions who’ve travelled across Europe together but will be performing in Montreal for the first time.

The show will be recorded by CBC Radio One 88.5 FM.
Many thanks to Éditions Prise de parole. 


Saturday, February 11
Cabaret Jolis garçons (in French)

A warning to those who love low-rent bitch drag queens: You’ll be disappointed! The Jolis garçons cabaret is flamboyant intelligence incarnate, with Tomson Highway at the piano and seven brilliant, beautiful, happy gay boys making bodies sway and poetry happen in a style unto themselves. A cabaret where young men take artistic risks to deliver intelligent (and impertinent!) poetry in an atmosphere of glam exuberance. Dust off your most outrageous attire. It’s Saturday night, after all! 

The cabaret will bring together a few deep-down dandies: poets Jean-Paul Daoust and Dany Boudreault; actor and theatre director Marcel Pomerlo, whose directing work can be seen currently in Visage retrouvé at the Théâtre d’aujourd’hui; actor and performer Lucas Jolly, founder of the multidisciplinary company Mobile Home; prolific stage director Martin Faucher, whom we too rarely see on stage himself; along with 2boys, a duo composed of Aaron Pollard and Stephen Lawson, whose over-the-top performances combine video, humour and emotion to keep the regulars happy at Kiss my Cabaret. Our young men’s words will be punctuated by the lyrical flights of Tomson Highway at the piano. Only at the FVA…

The show’s host will be the mysterious Guizo La Nuit, male alter ego of the well known Alexis O’Hara (Shhh, that part’s a secret.)


Sunday, February 12
Semeurs de troubles (in French)

Poetry that messes up your hair? This way please! The FVA offers a gust of fresh air with seven next–generation poets. They’re young, they’re published, they’ve won a bunch of prizes, and when they climb up on stage they’ve got presence to burn! The “semeurs de troubles” are, in the following disorder: Daphné Azoulay, whose first collection, Tout près de la nuit, was published in 2005 by Les Herbes Rouges; Thierry Dimanche, founder of the delicious publishing house Le Lézard amoureux; Kim Doré, Émile-Nelligan Prize winner and co-director of the publishing house Poètes de brousse; Benoit Jutras, whose recently released second collection, L’Étang noir, is as penetrating as his first (Nous serons sans voix, winner of… the Émile-Nelligan Prize); Jonathan Lamy, performer and photographer, whose work can be found frequently in Mobius and Spirale; “geo-poet” Hector Ruiz, fascinated by wandering, landscape, and urban movements; and Tania Langlais, whose collection Douze bêtes aux chemises de l’homme (another Émile-Nelligan Prize winner—good poets come in threes!) is a Quebec poetry bestseller. Our “semeurs de troubles” will be accompanied by the young musicians of Caniche Hara-Kiri.

The second part of the evening belongs to Caniche Hara-Kiri and a bare-all show. These seven young musicians are being compared to Björk for their heightened sensibility, Brigitte Fontaine for their unbridled lyrics, and the extended family of Godspeed You! Black Emperor for their post-rock textures. Voice, guitar, bass, drums, accordion and violin come together with Anik Bouchard, Benjamin Proulx-Matters, Valérie Nadon, Maïa Jobin-Paré, Guillaume Duchesneau, Laurent Desjardins and Maxime Bouchard. With slide projections of paintings by Pierre-Yves Girard.


Monday, February 13 
Body and Soul 3 (in French—at last!)

No empty promises here! The FVA keeps its word and the third annual Body and Soul will be in French—at long last. The seven women of Body and Soul, inspired and inspiring, take over the stage to do what they do best—perform! And they do it with intensity, strength and generosity—all of it anchored in the body. A show from the belly, by women who have made their own way in life, with D. Kimm, the soul of the FVA, as mistress of ceremonies. 

The seven kindred sisters of Body and Soul 3 are performer Sylvie Laliberté, who finds happiness in the hidden reaches of her simple folk melodies for ingenues; singer Senaya, who sailed the seven seas before drawing her boat up on the Montreal shore, where she has just launched her CD Garde la tête haute; the irresistible performer Mylène Roy, known for her very physical performances as demonstrated in her original work La réalité n'est pas en face; the young Dana Michel, whose athletic dance pieces convey more than any speech ever could; poet and performer Catherine Lalonde, who danced for Jean-Pierre Perreault and has no hesitation about integrating movement into her poetry performances; and bohemian musician-performers and saucy singers Lou and Suzanne Babin, on accordion and clarinet respectively, whose family ties extend to La Fanfare Pourpour. 

The show will be recorded by Radio-Canada’s Première Chaîne for broadcast on Tour de piste.


Tuesday, February 14
Love and Kisses from Vancouver (in English)

By way of an aphrodisiac for lovers of spoken word and performance in the language of Leonard Cohen, the FVA proposes an outstanding array of artists. It’s a blind date! Extend your horizons and discover what’s happening at the other end of the country. They don’t get to Montreal often and it would be silly to miss them. An evening of misdemeanours, hosted by Alexis O’Hara, one of the stars of the FVA and much missed last year. 

The lineup for the evening includes The Fugitives, a collective featuring slam-poets and multi-instrumentalists Barbara Adler, Brendan McLeod, Mark Berube and CR Avery; mysterious transgendered cowboy Ivan Coyote, author of the novel Loose End and the spoken word CD You’re a Nation; Aboriginal rapper Kinnie Starr, fast becoming just that since the launch of her fourth CD Sun Again and whose songs appear in the American TV show compilation The L Word; as well as dancers and performers Deborah Dunn and Chanti Wadge, Montrealers originally from Vancouver, whose unusual performance caused quite a buzz in 2005. Moving bodies, moving voices, perhaps a little cultural French kissing… you’ll be knocked out, we guarantee it!


Wednesday, February 15 
Histoires de pêche (in French)

Their van got stuck in a mudbank as big as Île d’Orléans, but the storytellers just rolled up their sleeves and after working like dogs for four-and-a-half hours, picked the thing up, put it on their shoulders, and ran all the way to Montreal, getting here just in time for the show. They weren’t going to miss it! At long last, an FVA evening devoted exclusively to the art of storytelling! 

The FVA welcomes seven storytellers, each with a gift for narrative and the tall tale: Yvan Bienvenue, founder of Contes urbains; Richard Léveillé, whose scratchy guitar stylings accompany stories about life; André Lemelin, one of the greats, to whom we owe Dimanches du conte, the publishing house Planète rebelle, and the very first FVA; Lucie Bisson, winner of 932 international awards for her exceptional lying; Claudette L'Heureux, the grocer’s daughter; Joujou Turenne, songbird of the Caribbean; and Éric Chalifoux, proud descendant of survivors of the Great Upheaval of the Acadians. André Daneau will look after the musical atmosphere with harmonica in hand, and a lot of things happening with the feet. 


Thursday, February 16 
Combat contre la langue de bois, deuxième round (in French)

Each performer has six minutes to say whatever they have to say on a subject close to their heart. Language that’s clear and goes straight to the target. No right of reply. No second chance. 

Hosted by the great manitou of Radio-Canada’s Macadam Tribus, Jacques Bertrand. With Jim Corcoran (singer), Francine Pelletier (journalist and filmmaker), Jérôme Minière (singer), Olivier Choinière (man of the theatre), Manon Barbeau (filmmaker), Simon Brault (man of culture), Gilbert Dupuis (playwright and teacher), Tomás Jensen (singer), Jean-François Poupart, (poet, teacher, editor), Michel Vézina, (writer, journalist, and fire-eater!). Musical interventions and extinguishing of long-winded speeches will be the business of Olivier Langevin, Fred Fortin and Alain Berger. 

Last year, the room was jam-packed with people who had the delicious feeling they were part of history in the making. You, too, could be part of the story this year!

Once again, the show will be recorded by Radio-Canada’s Première Chaîne for broadcast on Tour de piste.


Friday, February 17 
Loco Locass et leurs invités (in French)

The closing-night show of the FVA will see some delirious general rejoicing in the aisles! The four musicians of Loco Locass promise us a big “Thank you and see you all next year” designed especially for the FVA. They will be joined on stage by the wired rhythmic poet Jean-Sébastien Larouche; supercharged rapper Séba from the group Gatineau; poetry newcomer Jean-Philippe Bergeron and his never-before-heard fantasies; the fiery Maggie Blo (a girl, at last!); Samian, Algonquian rapper relearning the language of the ancestors; and, speaking of ancestors, elder Raôul Duguay could be the craziest bedbug of them all!


Additional Information:

All the FVA main shows take place at La Sala Rossa, 4848 Saint-Laurent, and begin at 8:30 pm (doors open at 7:30 pm). Tickets cost $15, except for the closing-night show which costs $20. Tickets are available at the Billetterie Articulée, (514) 844-2172 or 1 (866) 844-2172; and at the door on the night of the show, starting at 6:30 pm.

For more information on the Festival Voix d’Amériques, visit www.fva.ca.
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